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ANNALS, AAPSS, 545, May 1996

Risk and Justice: Rethinking the
Concept of Compensation
By PATRICK FIELD, HOWARD RAIFFA,
and LAWRENCE SUSSKIND

ABSTRACT: In recent years, environmental justice advocates have
made a convincing claim that risky facilities have been disproportio
ately clustered in poor communities and communities of color. NIM
BYism (not in my backyard) has spread from predominantly white
affluent suburbs to poorer communities of color. In this article, w

propose a means of addressing environmental inequities and bre

ing the siting impasse. We think that poor communities of color mig
use the proposed siting of risky facilities as a basis for negotiating
substantial improvements in the well-being of their communities. W
propose to embed siting negotiations in the preparation of broader
development packages, jointly created with citizens of poor neighbo
hoods and communities of color, so that health risks are reduced,
environment is improved, and all residents are better off. As far
justice is concerned, the perceived fairness of the process by which

risks are communicated and selected, and risk management stra
gies are devised, is as important as the actual allocation of risk.

Patrick Field is a senior associate at the Consensus Building Institute, Cam

Massachusetts, and a research associate with the Harvard-MIT Public D
Program at Harvard Law School.
Howard Raiffa is a professor emeritus of managerial economics at the

Business School.

Lawrence Susskind is the Ford Professor of Urban and Environmental Planning
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, president of the Consensus Building
Institute, and director of the Harvard-MIT Public Disputes Program at Harvard Law
School.
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A MERICAis having a difficult time

siting much-needed waste disposal facilities for toxic materials
ranging from used motor oil, to indus-

trial solvents, to biomedical waste.
Despite the fact that the United
States produces somewhere between

enforcement of, and poor compliance
with, existing environmental regulations coupled with slow-some would

say halfhearted-cleanups of toxic
waste sites in poor communities of

color have increased the health and

safety risks to these neighborhoods
even more. Advocates also argued
hazardous waste per year-or more
that, in the process of making siting
than 1 ton per capita-no large, fully
decisions, poor people and people of
color have not had a fair chance to be
operational, free-standing hazardous
waste disposal facility has been sited
heard at public hearings, obtain adesince 1980.1 The United States is
quate technical advice, or have proeven having trouble siting power
ceedings conducted in their native
plants, sewage treatment plants,
and
language.
far less risky sanitary landfills. Last,
In- advocates contended that
dustry spokespeople, and the critics
proponents have explicitly referenced
of a selfish public unwilling to shoulsocial characteristics such as race,
der its responsibilities, have blamed
culture, and income to select sites for
the "not in my backyard" (NIMBY)
risky facilities. Thus not only do inphenomenon on affluent, white,
sub- exist when we look at faciliequities
urban residents unwilling to ties
share
in the aggregate over time, but as
the burdens of their wasteful habits.
each new facility is sited, both govBut in the early 1990s, poor peopleernment and industry use social facof color made a claim similar to that
tors such as race as important deterof white suburbanites: they, too, didminants in site selection. This is
not want noxious or risky facilities innothing less than racist. Everyone
their backyards. Some grassroots ac- should share equally in the risks of
tivists, social scientists, and attor-such facilities, not just poor people or
neys had framed the NIMBY problempeople of color. If these claims of the
in a new and compelling way. Oneleaders of the environmental justice
275 million and 380 million tons of

need only look at a map of the Unitedmovement-that environmental deStates to see that noxious facilities

cision making has been geographiare disproportionately clustered cally,
in
procedurally, and socially unpoor communities and communities
fair-are true (and we think they
of color. To make matters worse, lax
are), then a remedy must be found.

1. Barry George Rabe, Beyond NIMBY: SOLVING THE PROBLEM:
Hazardous Waste Siting in Canada and the
SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT

United States (Washington, DC: Brookings InRATHER THAN SUITABLE
stitution, 1994); Charles Piller, The Fail-Safe
COMPENSATION
Society: Community Defiance and the End of
American Technological Optimism (New York:
Promoters of risky facilities have
Basic Books, 1991). A bibliography of addimade an unfortunate mistake. They
tional sources related to this topic is available
from the Consensus Building Institute,
set 131
out to financially compensate peoMt. Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 01238.
ple for the measurable negative im-
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pacts of risky facilities.
OurEconomic
proposal is that the siting of noxious
facilities
theory suggested that it
could
bebe embedded in a
done. After all, we all make
implicit
broader
development package, jointly
trade-offs that, when made
explicit,
prepared
by citizens of poor neighbor-

could be used to derive an estimate of

hoods and communities of color, so

how much we value our lives. People that their environment is actually
ride motorcycles without helmets; improved, health risks are reduced,
people take on hazardous jobs in min-and all residents are better off.
ing and nuclear waste site cleanup, to Since we have agreed with those
who have found that communities of
name only a few. When asked to make
these trade-offs explicitly and collec-low income and color have received
tively, however, people usually react unjust treatment when it comes to
with aversion and anger. Why? Com-the siting of LULUs, readers might
pensation means to make up for, towonder why in the world we would
counterbalance. But how does one
counterbalance increased risk of

propose siting a risky facility in a
disadvantaged neighborhood. We
think that poor communities of color
death with financial compensation?

How does one pay for putting amight
childuse the siting of risky and unat increased risk of asthma, leukewanted facilities as an opportunity to
reduce risks in their commia, or even death? It seems significantly
to us

munity and improve residents' lives.
that in a public and political setting,
Poor
communities of color need a
this simply cannot be done. When
the

question entails involuntary instead
practical vehicle to address inequities. of
The NIMBY problem might be a
of voluntary risk, collective instead
individual risk, and involves people's
powerful bargaining chip to help poor
and communities of
homes and families and notjust communities
their

color leverage substantial resources.
workplace and themselves, financial
Risky facilities, rather than being yet
compensation is not enough. Experts
another
imposition forced on disadhave tried to condense values, in
the
communities, could provide
broad sense, into a common butvantaged
disopportunity to make substantial
agreeable metric of dollars. Ifan
comin communities that
munities are going to accept improvements
risky
need
facilities, financial compensation
andand deserve, due to past and
current inequities, substantial inmitigation are not sufficient. Unless
vestment and development.
decision makers respond to a community's sense of its own needs and priorities, unless host communities find
AN

themselves, when all is said and

IMAGINED DIALOGUE

done, better off, citizens, especially
Imagine this scenario: the state is
those already unduly burdened, willdesperate. A new low-level radioaccontinue to resist the siting of locallytive waste facility needs to be sited.

unwanted land uses (LULUs).
Currently, wastes of this kind generWe would like to propose a means ated in the state are being shipped
both to break the siting impasse andacross state boundaries for disposal,
to improve environmental equity.but neighboring states are discourag-
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of what
we call
ing this practice by progressively
rais-

LULUs. TheNIMBY

attitude
ing their rates. The governor fears
thatis taking its toll in our state.
Kass: Iunistill don't understand why you
research facilities in hospitals,
Otis and me to this meetingversities, and high-technologyinvited
induswhat you call
try that generate low-level radioac-

tive wastes will be forced to relocate

a brainstorming session.

Garrity: Simpson asked me to locate

out of state, and with this exodus

some technically suitable, geologically sound sites for a low-level ra-

other industries will follow. The gov-

ernor has asked his trusted adviser

dioactive disposal facility, and I

S. Simpson to pull out all the stops to
get a radioactive waste facility sited.

identified one in Oakville and another in Kent.

Simpson, an astute lawyer and Simpson: I asked you to come as recogmaster negotiator, has contacted G. nized leaders of your communities to

Garrity, a geologist and hydrologist brainstorm with me.
from the most prestigious engineer-Otis: Well, this is going to be a short
ing school in the state, to investigate meeting if you think you're going to

suitable sites. Their investigation
disclosed that the only part of the
state with adequate subsurface geology and acceptable groundwater
levels is in Kendall County. In par-

get me to endorse a plan to locate a
waste repository in Oakville. That's
just not in the cards no matter what
the governor tries to do. I'll fight him

all the way, andhecan't win this one.
People
in my town will fight any
ticular, two sites were deemed appropriate: one in the wealthy, suburban such proposal tooth and nail.
community of Oakville and one inKass: Well, O., I'll be out the door ahead

the inner-city community of Kent, of you. I'm tired of my community
home to a higher percentage of peo- being the dumping ground for the
ple of color than the rest of the region

entire state. We've already got more

and also home to many low-income

than our share of LULUs. It's just not

whites.

Simpson has invited O. Otis, a
prestigious banker who years ago was

a selectman from Oakville, and K.

Kass, an adviser to the mayor of Kent,
tojoin Garrity and him in what Simpson

has called a facilitated joint brainstorming session about the problem
of siting LULUs.
Simpson: Thanks for coming. As I mentioned to you in my letter of invita-

tion, we're here unofficially. In
confidence, let me tell you that the
governor has asked me to advise him
on what to do about a growing crisis
in our state: opposition to the siting

fair to ask us to suffer more. The

governor is going to have one helluva political fight if he tries to ram
this down our throats.

Simpson: Hold on. I think I understand

and empathize. I'm not trying to
force anything down your throats.
We're here to see if we can think of

some imaginative solution that will
make everyone better off. Remember, the governor is willing to use
some of the state's resources to break

this impasse.
Kass: If your aim is to try to bribe us,
forget it. We won't sell out!
Simpson: But, K., substantial resources
could be used to redress some of the
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serious problems in your commube a package that will have to be
nity. All I'm asking you tovoted
do up
is or
to
down by the citizens of
brainstorm with me. Don't think of

this as a threat; look at it as an oppor-

Kent, or any other town. From experience, we know citizens must be

tunity. Imagine if we helped invent a

convinced that they will be better off

solution to both facility siting and
environmental injustice that made
the rest of the state's citizens sit up

on a host of dimensions: public
health, public safety, aesthetics,
taxes, jobs, and the general quality of

and take notice. Tell me, what are the

life in the town.

key concerns in your community?
Kass: We have serious problems. First,
there's public safety. Our kids aren't
safe. Kids are getting shot by other

Garrity: We have to behonest about this.

This is not a zero-risk proposition.
There are some modest risks associated with low-level radioactive

kids. We have no foot patrolman.

waste. Of course, these added health

Lead pipes, lead paint, and asbestos

risks could be more than offset by

seem to be everywhere. Also, we

other remedial actions that would

need tennis courts and a municipal
pool. We need emergency health care
and care for teenage mothers. Some
of our elderly citizens live in hovels
and don't have any place to meet or
play cards. And to top it all off, the
few businesses we have are ready to
leave.

improve public health--by mitigating the effects of existing lead, asbes-

tos, and radon and by providing
better medical emergency facilities
and drug treatment centers.

Kass: I'll have no part of this deal if the

safety of the people of Kent is in
jeopardy. There will be no trade-off

Simpson: I'm telling you, K., that this
of dollars for lives. That's unacceptmay be the opportunity to do someable-end of story.
thing about the litany of problems Garrity: That's not the trade-off we're
you've just mentioned. Kent needs
proposing. We must create a package
and deserves real investment. Unfor-

that the best scientists can clearly say

tunately, we all know, in today's political climate, how difficult that is.

will improve the health and safety of

Kass: We don't want to be bought off.
We want things to get better. Put

the people of Kent.

Kass: The package can't improve the
lives of residents in my community

together a solid package that im-

only marginally. It must improve

proves the health and safety of my

their lives substantially. Too many

community and creates jobs, and

times in the past, my community has

then we'll talk.

Otis: But if your community got cold

borne the cost of risky decisions.
People are mad. They simply aren't

cash, you could spend it as you

going to accept a slightly better deal,

wanted.

not now.

Simpson: What the governor and I have
in mind is something far more inventive: a development package that will
include the waste repository. It will

Simpson: I think this brings up the important point of community accep-

tance. The development package
can't be accepted only because some
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outside expert tells the community
and public grants, and so on. All I
they're better off. The citizens themwant to point out is that there is a

selves have to believe they are better
natural monetary upper limit, for inoff. If the perception remains that
the the cost of going out of state.
stance,
community is not improved, that
Kass:will
That doesn't follow, if I under-

mean the status quo, or worse,stood
forthe governor's intent. He will
property values, bank loans, and get
fura lot of political credit if he can

ther economic development.

locate this facility amicably and at

Otis: But wait! What's a really the
good
same time help a truly disadvandeal? How far might this go? Why
taged community. He should be willshouldn't Kent just keep demanding
ing to spend more on the Kent

more from their wish list? I can

combined package than the alterna-

imagine the holdouts saying, "We tive of going out of state.
don't believe we're better off just Simpson: We're beginning to negotiate,
yet. We want something in addi- and that's not our assignment. We're
tion. ... " What's the upper limit?

supposed to be brainstorming. I take

Simpson: Kent can get a lot, but not it that you feel that there's some hope
everything. We have to commission that a suitable package might fly.
a study of what would happen if we Let's figure out some of the things
don't locate a facility anywhere in that have to be done next.
our state. We would have to pay ex-Kass: Well, I would like to see a full

orbitant prices and perhaps lose
some of our best medical research

menu of things that might be included

in the package.
Otis: You should also price the cost of
priced out. Suppose, for example, each item so we know what we're

facilities. That would have to be

that the no-build alternative would

cost us $25 million while the cost to

build the facility in Kent would be
$10 million. That would leave a surplus of $15 million. Say half of that

were spent on developing the improvement package for Kent.
Otis: Hey, wait a second. Why not use
all the savings for improvements in
Kent?

talking about.

Garrity: There are students in a public
policy program at my university that

could help. They would need a small
grant.

Simpson: I can provide $5000. Can they
work with you, K.? It's important
that this work is kept under wraps

until it's done.

Kass: Sure. But if this thing is going to

Kass: Thank you, O. I never thought I'd
hear a banker arguing for increased
spending for thepoor people of Kent.

Simpson: We need to negotiate how
much will be spent. Let's not forget,
this package could generate all sorts
of long-term gains and losses that we

cannot directly cost out: innovative
partnerships, leveraging of private

fly, we'll need to be democratic
about it. The voters in Kent will want

a say in the specifics of any develop-

ment package.

Otis: Instead of talking about a "package," let's call it an integrated development plan, an IDP. While I have
the floor, let me say that there is a role

for the banking community here. If
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the state gives us the proper
incenExperience
in other places has
tives, we can make investment
shown thatloans
citizens must be directly

available so that more capital
involved flows
in the process and take
into the community. That
will mean
ownership
of the process if it is to
jobs. It would have to be succeed.
designated

Garrity: So projwhat's the timetable? Do I
an experimental development
try to assemble a scientific commit-

ect. It also seems to me that we will

tee now?

have to assemble a consortium of

developers. The state can help a lot
Otis: I'd wait. The idea and suggestions
by offering the developers tax breaks. for the composition of such a commit-

Kass: Why subsidize the rich?
tee should come from the community.
Otis: If the developers get tax breaks,
Simpson: K., it would be a good idea at
their margins will be higher and we this point, if you discreetly convened
can justify more money flowing into a meeting of about a dozen key peo-

ple in Kent and let them describe

the integrated development plan.

Simpson: We're making great progress. what they might see as a fair process.
Can we take stock at this point of I would be willing to come to such a
meeting if you think it desirable.
what could block this enterprise?

Garrity: Well, for one thing, we need
credibility. If safety statistics are
cited by the developers or the state,
there will be doubters, and for good

GETTING THE

SEQUENCING RIGHT

The
reason, given past history. We should

story we have just begun to

tell incorporates four key principles.
arrange a blue ribbon panel of exThey are that
perts who can attest to the fact that
the combined package--excuse me,

- fairness does matter, including

the integrated development planwill actually improve the health and

perceptions of past inequities;

- discussion about the planning,
safety of the community. I can help
selection, and implementation
you form such a group.
of packages that include risky
Kass: I'm troubled by the exclusivity of
facilities requires meaningful

this planning cabal. There have to be
input from all stakeholders;
public meetings in Kent, and, even- the community must be left subtually, a vote will have to be taken.
stantially better off; and
The people of Kent must play a sig-joint decision makers, including
nificant part in the planning process.

citizens, should have access to

Simpson: I couldn't agree more. We the best technical advice avail-

have to brainstorm the process to be
able, but technicians should not
followed so that the people of Kent
make policy decisions.
will be convinced that this plan deserves their support.

We think these principles should

form the foundation of the IDP. These
Kass: That sounds cynical. It's really
our plan.
Simpson: No, it's our initial idea, but
ultimately, it must be their own plan.

principles are not enough, however.
In addition, the sequencing of events
in a facility siting process is impor-
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tant. In the past, not only
Stephave
3: Stakeholder
the

involvement
foregoing principles not been
incorpo-

rated into the planning process but
state must help develop a
the sequence of events hasThe
either
practical
means for citizens of the
been poorly arranged or key steps
potential
host community to have a
simply have been missed. For exammeaningful
role in developing, apple, a widespread consensus that
proving,
and
implementing an IDP.
risky facilities are needed throughHere,
a
professional
neutral, or faciliout a region or state has often not
tator,
might
be
of
help.
The commubeen developed. Proposals have been
nity
could
select
a
trained
facilitator
worked out behind closed doors by
who
can
aid
the
community
in cononly experts and a few elected and
vening
all
the
relevant
stakeholders.
appointed officials. Compensation
has been offered, but in forms that
are completely unrelated to the prob- Step 4: Joint assessment

able risks (or the community's per-

Once the stakeholder group is conceptions of those risks) or only as an
vened, communities must help build
afterthought to get a community to

take the bait.

on the informal needs assessment

In contrast to those mistakes, weconducted by the state. Community
think an effective process ought toproblems and needs ought to be identified, practical solutions ought to be
include the following steps.
developed, and their costs ought to be

Step 1: Principled
leadership
Up front, the governor or other key
leaders must make it clear that an

ascertained, all with the aid of citizens. When discussions require technical know-how, the citizen's group

should have access to such knowl-

edge. They also ought to have access
to the conclusions, assumptions, and
IDP will adhere to the four principles
limitations of all background technistated previously. Unless leaders
promise from the start a fair, inclu- cal studies.
sive, and technically proficient process that leaves the host community Step 5: Citizen choice
better off, they will sow the seeds of
doubt and distrust that have too

Once the most desirable packages

often blocked facility siting laterhave
on. been developed by the citizens'
forum, the whole community ought to

Step 2: Informal
assessment

have the final say in accepting or

rejecting the best offer. This means a
vote. Because we would want to avoid

substantial minorities within the
Prior to any full-scale assessment
of the needs of a potential host
com- from having to bear the
community

munity, an informal assessment

should be done to ensure that the

cost of a facility if they truly believed

they would not be better off, the vot-

community does have significant
ing rule ought to require more than a

needs that can be addressed.

simple majority. Before voting, how-
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ever, the citizens' foruming
must
beissues
caretechnical
and to keep abreast
ful to inform and include the commuof how the facility is doing with re-

nity in the ongoing discussion,
gard to meeting community improvewhether through newsletters, cablement goals. The state must also con-

access television, or continuing print, tinue to set and enforce standards
radio, and television coverage.
that ensure public health and safety.
The reader has probably noted Even with the state playing a watchthat we have left the developer out ofdog role, the facility should be held
the process of managing the work ofaccountable not only to state authorithe forum. While free-market advoties but directly to the community.
cates may cringe, we believe the state
must take an active role in asserting
CONCLUSION
siting principles, supporting the community in identifying its needs, and In a perfect world, there would be
helping to develop the IDP. In our no need to discuss risk and justice. A
view, the citizens' group ought to havecitizens would have a say in when
a say in the selection of the developer,where, and how risky facilities were

rather than the developer selectingbuilt. Furthermore, all citizens

the site.

would benefit more equally from the
activities that generate noxious side
Step 6: Iterative learning
effects than they do today. Perhaps,
Once the IDP has been approved in an even more perfect world, there
and the developer selected, the in-would be no crisis in waste management because attention would be fo-

volved citizens should not simply dis-

band and go on their way, satisfiedcused on waste prevention efforts

that their work is done. The process,such as recycling and toxic use reducfrom the beginning, ought to be abouttion. But given this world and all its
seeking information (including theimperfections, we think that embedopinions of all stakeholders), usingding the siting of noxious facilities in

that information to make decisions

a broader development package,

jointly developed by citizens of poor
(with stakeholders), and gathering ad-

ditional information to evaluate and

neighborhoods and communities of

reassess decisions, changing course ifcolor, could improve people's lives, renecessary, once the results becomeduce the health risks they face, and
clear. The community ought to havehelp make all residents better off. On
a much broader scale, for the benefit
a continuous process for engaging the
of everyone, such development would
facility in decision making. For instance, a community monitoring help to remedy environmental injustice and overcome NIMBYism. These
committee could meet regularly with
are two goals well worth achieving.
facility management to discuss ongo-
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